Schedule : Day 2

8:30-9:45  Morning Refreshments
9:45 - 10:00  Entry to the Conference Hall
10:00 - 10:20  Welcome Speech : Rahul Banker

10:30-11:00  SLOT YET TO BE DECIDED
11:10 - 11:50  WP as a framework : Sathish Nagarajan
11:50 - 12:30  Easy way to implement Structured data : Ketan Raval
12:40 - 1:10  WikiPedia for Bloggers : Arnav Sonara

Lunch

2:00-2:40  WP with Nginx : Saurabh Shukla
2:50 - 3:30  Playing with .htaccess ; Pratik Nikam
3:40 - 4:20  SLOT YET TO BE DECIDED
4:30 - 5:30  Experience Sharing + Networking for all

Breaks between Speaker Sessions will have Quiz Competitions and Giveaways!
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